The Dig The Falls team has an announcement to make...
This coming weekend Dig The Falls has put together a meetup at John Boyd Thacher State Park. For those fortunate enough to be able to attend, they will be among a lucky few to hear this announcement first.
What does this mean for everyone else?
In the coming weeks, there will be a lot of buzz around trail cleanup and conservation efforts of the group and especially the Dig The Falls Team. This is not to say we are creating any mandates, changing any policies or creating best practices that everyone needs to adhere to. This will be much simpler.
Please keep an ear and eye out for more to come. We are very excited about this news and hope you will be too!
For those of you that will be joining us (Saturday the 15th at 10:00am), we are out of our minds with anticipation of meeting you all!
Happy Waterfalling from,
Edward M. Smathers and The Team!